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ABSTRACT 
 

 
Lithium batteries have played an important role since early 1980’s to provide us with energy for 

small portable devices. Due to the increasing demand and limited availability of fossil fuels, there 

is a need to shift to renewable energy. In this thesis, the fabrication procedure for the lithium ion 

coin cell is extensively analyzed. A brief introduction into the lithium ion battery is discussed, the 

physics and chemistry of the materials is explained. Emphasis is made on the importance of 

calendaring an electrode. 

 
LiFePO4 was mixed with the Super P, PVDF and NMP at appropriate stoichiometric amounts and 

half coin cells were produced with the reference electrode as lithium foil. The effects of 

calendaring in terms of discharge capacity, density profile and ac impedance was analyzed. The 

resulting material sample were analyzed in two parts, Sample A was left as is and Sample B was 

calendared. The calendered electrode exhibited a lower impedance when observed with the 

impedance test. The calendered electrode exhibited a higher discharge capacity of about 162 

mAh/g at C/10 rate when compared to the uncalendared electrode with a discharge capacity of 

about 152 mAh/g at C/10. 

 
The experimental results were then compared to the simulated model constructed in Comsol 

Multiphysics. The coin cell model in COMSOL was started with use of the existing model for 

cylindrical cells. The parameters and equations required for the setup were analyzed and discussed. 

The comparison of the experimental vs simulated results yielded some preliminary information. 

However, this work is still in progress, for building further models with different materials for the 

coin cells.  
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 
1.1 Motivation for research 

 
Immense increase in the population is leading to an over consumption of natural energy 

resources. This leads to the depletion of fossil fuels, which are the primary energy resources mostly 

used for transportation purposes. This leads to the increase in pollution levels and hence it is 

necessary to look for other renewable energy alternatives. The major cause for pollution is due to 

the vehicular emissions. Researchers are trying to ameliorate these effects of pollution and are 

working on the future development of zero emission vehicles. These vehicles use batteries with 

high efficiency, cycle-ability and good safety standards. 

 
Lithium ion batteries have a very high energy density when compared to other technologies 

and hence are good for energy storage. Due to the recent advances, it has been observed that the 

cost of batteries have decreased and the safety and cycling issues continue to improve. Lithium 

ion batteries are low on maintenance and no scheduled cycling is required to prolong battery life. 

 
The battery market for lithium ion batteries is increasing rapidly. The US government itself 

is funding close to $2.4 billion for the Advanced Battery Manufacturing Initiative (ABMI)[5]. This 

project itself will give the financial assistance to 48 new advanced battery and electric vehicle 

deployment projects in over 20 states. It is estimated that the global market for lithium batteries 

will improved from $877 million in 2010 to $8 billion in 2015. In North America itself, the market 

expanded from about $287 million in 2010 to $2.2 billion in 2015 [1]. 

 
The battery technology trends when observed revealed that almost 10,000 patents were 

approved by the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) till 2010 and almost 70% 

of them focused on cathode materials. 

 
Many other battery technologies are also used in the industry such as ultra-capacitors, 

hydrogen, lead acid etc. A detailed comparison between the different types of technologies is made 

below. 
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Table 1.Comparison of lithium ion battery technology with other battery technologies.[1] 
 

 Lithium-ion Nickel Metal 

Hydride 

Nickel Cadmium Lead Acid 

Working 

Voltage (V) 

3.7 1.2 1.2 2 

Cycle Life  500 400 400 300 

Gravimetric 

Energy Density 

130 – 200 60 – 90 40 – 60 30 – 40 

Volumetric 

Energy Density 

340 – 400 200 – 250 160 – 200 130 – 180 

Self-Discharge 

Rate 

5 35 30 10 

Energy 

Efficiency 

99 % 70 % 70 % 75 % 

Weight of 

material when it 

1 2 2.5 4 

Memory Effect None 40% None None 

Reliability High Low Average High 

 
In the case of Hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, the primary disadvantage is their storage. Even 

though the hydrogen (molecular) has high energy density on a mass basis, it has very low energy 

density by volume basis due to its low molecular weight. In order for it to be used, the pure 

hydrogen gas must be pressurized or liquefied to provide sufficient driving range for vehicles. 

High cost and questionable safety are also major barriers for its usage in hybrid vehicles[6]. 

 
An ultra-capacitor, also known as a double-layer capacitor, polarizes an electrolyt ic 

solution to store energy electrostatically. There is no chemical reaction taking place in its energy 

storage mechanism. The major disadvantage for these are that they cannot hold power like the 

lithium ion batteries. They also cannot carry the same voltages as regular batteries. With this low 

working voltage, they are only used in limited applications[7]. 
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Nickel cadmium batteries to have its own advantages and disadvantages. They may be 

cheaper and may have a prolonged life cycle but being toxic in nature and the need to charge them 

after storage and a relatively low energy density. Nickel metal hydride batteries are also gaining 

relative importance as well. They too have some limitations of course like a low life cycle, high 

maintenance, and high self-discharge rates. 

 
1.2 Basics of lithium-ion technology 

 
Electrochemistry covers all reactions in which a chemical change is the result of electric 

forces and, in the reverse case, where an electric force is generated by a chemical process[8]. 

 
A galvanic cell is an electrochemical cell that can generate electric energy due to the 

reactions taking place inside it. The cell generally consists of two electrodes (anode and cathode) 

immersed in an electrolyte solution which is an ionic conductor. The electrodes are electronic 

conductors. There is a passage of electric charge coupled with a chemical traction at the interface 

between electronic and ionic conductors. These kind of reactions are called as redox reactions and 

there a transfer of electrons. There are again two half-reactions, one at the anode called oxidation 

(Oxi) of species (the removal of electrons) and at the cathode the reduction (Red) of another (the 

addition of electrons). 

 
At the Anode: Red1 → Oxi1 + e-  (1) 

At the Cathode: Oxi2 + e- → Red2  (2) 

Overall Reaction: Red1 + Oxi2 → Oxi1 + Red2 (3) 

 
A battery consists of one or more electrochemical units which are called ‘cells’. These 

cells are connected in series or parallel, or both, depending on the designed output voltage and 

capacity[9]. Generally, a typical cell consists of four major components, as shown in figure 

1.1[10].They are anode, cathode, a separator, and the electrolyte among them. 

 
(a) The anode, or negative electrode, or the reducing electrolyte, gives up electrons to the 

external circuit and is oxidized during the electrochemical reaction. 

(b) The cathode, or the positive electrode, or the oxidizing electrode, accepts electrons 

from the external circuit and is reduced during electrochemical reaction. 
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(c) The electrolyte or the ionic conductor provides the medium for transfer of electrons, 

inside the cell between anode and cathode. The electrolyte is typically a liquid (an 

organic solvent, such as ethylene carbonate (EC) - dimethyl carbonate (DMC)), with 

dissolved salts (such as LiPF6) to impart ionic conductivity. Some batteries use solid 

electrolytes, which are ionic conductors at the operating temperature of the cell. 

(d) The separator has mainly two functions. One to keep the cathode and anode electrodes 

apart and the other is to serve as a safety device. When a cell becomes too hot, the 

low-melting point of polymers melt, thereby shutting off the cell current[9]. 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Schematic drawing showing the shape and components of various Li-ion battery 

configurations: a, Cylindrical; b, Coin; c, Prismatic; d, thin and flat [10] 
 

Figure 2 shows the theoretical specific capacities of different electrode materials.[10] For 

the anode (negative) materials, lower potential is always better while it’s the opposite for the 

cathode (positive) materials. It is obvious that there are huge differences in capacity between Li 

metal and other anode electrodes, while the safety problem caused by the dendrite growth is 

serious[10]. Another concern for the anode materials is that even though the capacities are higher 

than cathode materials but when we deal it in a commercial use it is generally lower due to various 
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reasons like substrate, tap density, etc. So an effort to improve the research on both the materials 

is vital for any improved performances. 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Voltage versus capacity for positive and negative electrode materials[10] 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 

2.1 Anode electrode materials 

 
 Due to high specific capacity of lithium metal, it was the preferred anode material since 

the 1970’s and early 1980’s. However, it was unsuccessful in the early period. Extensive research 

was done on improving the anode materials in the recent past. The foremost reason for its failure 

was due to the formation of dendrites which affected the cell cycle-ability and raised the safety 

problems.[11] 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Dendrite from lithium anode surface[12] 

 

During charging, lithium gets deposited on lithium anode and on discharging lithium 

dendrite cuts from the anode which is called ‘dead lithium’, this dead lithium starts to accumulate 

on anode or float in the electrolyte. This means that the active material is consumed and cell life 

decreases. The other problem with lithium metal anode is the formation of solid electrolyte 

interface on the electrode which can lead to a loss of capacity, an increased kinetic barrier, poor 

cyclability and self-discharge.[13] Due to these problems, researchers looked for alternative anode 

materials. The successful commercial application of lithium-ion batteries is mainly attributed to 

the use of lithium compounds instead of Li metal as the anode.[9] The ideal material should have 

the following characteristics: 
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(a) High specific capacity; 

(b) Good compatibility with electrolyte; 

(c) Good charge-discharge cycle life and reversibility; 

(d) Low first irreversible capacity; 

(e) More eco-friendly and safer; 

(f) Easy manufacturing process and low prices.  

However, the existing anode materials cannot meet all the requirements, so a material with 

better electrochemical characteristics has been a major area of focus in the research industry. 

Graphitic carbon is currently the most used material for the anode material due to its low cost, 

good reliability, and non-toxicity.[10] Table 1.2 is a list of alternative materials for Li- ion 

batteries[14]. 

 
2.1.1 Carbonaceous materials 
 

 A major reason for the fast improvement or commercialization of lithium-ion batteries is 

due to the application of carbonaceous-based materials.[9] This is mainly due to the following 

factors: 

(a) Lower costs; 

(b) Improved safety standards; 

(c) Low Li-ion insertion potential (~0.1V vs. Li/Li+), which is very close to that of  

Lithium(metallic); 

(d) Good cycling stability due to the high mechanical integrity ( compared to metal alloys) of 

the electrode even after 500 charge-discharge cycles; and 

(e) Higher specific charge compared to transition metal oxides or transition metal sulphides. 

The insertion of lithium into carbon is referred as intercalation, with intercalation being 

formally described as the insertion of a guest species into a layered host structure, without any 

major resulting structural changes[15]. In half cell reactions against metallic lithium, lithium-ion 

intercalation into carbon is referred to as discharge step, while the deintercalation process is the 

charge step[9]. 

𝐶𝑛 + 𝑥𝐿𝑖+ + 𝑥𝑒− ↔ 𝐿𝑖𝑥 𝐶𝑛                     (4) 
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Table 2: List of alternative anode materials for lithium-ion batteries [14] 
 

 

 
Carbon is the most widespread element in the nature. Because of the sources and method 

of preparation, it has a large variety of complex structures[9]. At present, there are mainly three 

types of carbon used in lithium-ion batteries: they are soft carbon, hard carbon, and graphite 

(Figure 1.6). 

 
In 1990, coke was introduced by Sony as anode to solve the propylene carbonate co-

intercalation problem[16]. Later, graphitic mesophase microbeads (MCMBs) became more 

popular[17], [18]. MCMB carbons offer good capacity, ~300 mAh g-1, and low irrevers ib le 

capacity, ~20 mAh g-1. Lower cost graphite offers a higher theoretical capacity of ~372 mAh g-1 

to form LiC6, but has higher irreversible capacity of ~50 mAh g-1 and higher fade rates than MCMB 

carbons. Since 1990, many efforts have been made to develop high capacity anode materials to 

replace graphite. Non-graphitized carbon materials, including soft carbon and hard carbon, have 

been widely studied[19]–[21]. 
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Figure 4: Structures of three different types of carbonaceous materials  

 

 More recently, graphene, a single layer of carbon (carbon atoms in a two-dimensiona l 

honeycomb lattice), was found to exist in a free-standing form and exhibits many unusual and 

intriguing physical, chemical, and mechanical properties[22], [23]. Due to the high quality of the 

sp2 carbon lattice, electrons were found to move ballistically in graphene layers even at ambient 

temperature[24], [25]. Usage of bulk graphene powders as anode materials in lithium-ion batteries 

is also a possibility. 

 
2.1.2 Lithium-metal alloys 

 
The electrochemical alloying reaction of lithium with metals has been widely studied since 

the 1970’s[15], [26], [27]. Lithium forms intermetallic compounds with other metals and it stores 

a large quantity of lithium due to the alloy formation. The electrochemical charge/discharge 

process of these alloys are apparently very simple as during charging lithium gets alloyed and 

while it is discharged de-alloying takes place.  

   𝑀 + 𝑥𝐿𝑖 ↔ 𝐿𝑖𝑥 𝑀              (5) 

 However, in practice, the use of these Li-M alloys as electrodes in a lithium cell is affected 

by the large volume expansion/shrinkage that they experience in the course of the electrochemica l 

processes of lithium-alloying/de-alloying, i.e., with a volume change of the order of 310,255 and 

130%, associated with the lithium alloying with Si, Sn, and Sb, respectively[28]. Then, volume 

stresses lead over the course of a few cycles to cracks and pulverization, and thus, to a fast electrode 

decay[29]. Some works have shown that synthesis of Nano-sized alloys could improve the cyclic 

performance[30][31]. The recently commercialized Sony Nexelion cell used a tin-based 
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amorphous alloy anode[32]. Although Tin experiences a large change in volume on Li insertion, 

the tin-based amorphous alloy obtained by Sony showed 92% capacity retention after 100 

cycles[32]. 

 
2.1.3 Transition metal oxides 

 
 The transition metal oxides were considered for a long time as only cathode materials until 

it was demonstrated that lithium ions could intercalate and de-intercalate into/from their crystal 

structure reversibly at low potential[33]. There are two categories of transition metal oxides based 

on the mechanism of lithium intercalation and de-intercalation. One type is the oxides which can 

be reversibly inserted with lithium ions, without formation of Li2O such as TiO2, Nb2O5 etc. The 

other is represented by MO (M= Co, Ni, Cu, Fe), in which the insertion of lithium ions is 

accompanied by the formation of Li2O. The reaction process involves the formation and 

decomposition of Li2O, accompanying the reduction and oxidation of the metal particles via the 

following displacement reaction[33]: 

            𝑀𝑥 𝑂𝑦 + 2𝑦𝐿𝑖 ↔ 𝑥𝑀 + 𝑦𝐿𝑖2𝑂                   (6) 

 It had long been reported that bulk Li2O was electrochemically inactive and therefore 

unable to be decomposed. However, by manufacturing nanostructured MO precursors, the 

resultant Li2O is also nanostructured and may be decomposed[33], [34]. These findings made it 

possible that the reaction of nanostructured MOs with lithium can be completely reversible, and 

these materials received significant attention as possible anode materials for use in lithium-ion 

batteries[35]. Previous reports showed that MO nanoparticles can exhibit reversible capacities up 

to 700 mAh g-1 [35]–[38], and this capacity is almost three times larger than that of the graphite-

based anode electrodes that are currently used in commercial rechargeable lithium-ion batteries[9]. 

 
2.2 Cathode materials 

 

2.2.1 History of cathode materials 

 

  The lithium-based metal oxides are generally used as cathode materials in the lithium 

batteries. Sony Company were the foremost to develop the first commercial cathode material using 

the LiCoO2 material. In the recent years, scientists developed low-cost cathode materials like the 

LiMn2O4 (spinel) and LiFePO4, and other higher capacity materials such as LiNi1-xCoxO2. 
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 Some of the characteristics desired in an ideal cathode material to be used in a rechargeable 

lithium battery are[39]: 

(a) The material should contain a readily reducible/oxidizable ion like a transition metal. 

(b) The material should have a good conductivity 

(c) Rapid reaction with lithium in both intercalation and de-intercalation. 

(d) Material should react with lithium with a high free energy of reaction: high capacity, one 

lithium ion per transition metal ion at least; high voltage, preferably around 4 V. 

(e) The material should react reversibly with lithium in an intercalation-type in which the host 

structure essentially does not change as lithium is added. 

(f) Low cost of analysis and easy to handle. 

(g) Should be environmentally benign. 

(h) Material must be stable, for example, it should not change structure or degrade when being 

overcharged or over-discharged. 

At present, most of the cathode materials studied can be analyzed into two parts mainly. The 

first class consists of layered compounds with an anion close-packed or almost close-packed lattice 

in which alternate layers between the anion sheets are occupied by a redox-active transition metal. 

Lithium then inserts itself into the essentially empty layers[9]. 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Schematic drawing of layered structure (e.g. LiTiS2, LiCoO2 and LiNiO2) which 

shows the lithium ions between the transition-metal oxide/ sulphide sheets[39] 
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This kind of structure is shown in figure 6[39]. The materials in the second type have more 

open structures, such as many of the vanadium oxides and transition metal phosphates (e.g. 

LiFePO4). 

 
2.2.2 Nanostructured lithium transition metal oxides  

 
 In the recent advances, there have been mostly three materials used commercially as 

Cathode materials for the rechargeable lithium-ion batteries. They are LiCoO2, LiNiO2 and 

LiMn2O4[9]. 

 
 The good cyclability and stability of LiCoO2 has allowed it to become the most widely 

used cathode material in commercial lithium-ion batteries[8], [15], [33],[39]. The Sony Company 

combined LiCoO2 cathode with a carbon anode to make the first successful lithium-ion 

battery[40], [41]. The operating voltage of LiCoO2 is 3.9 V and has a theoretical capacity of about 

274 mAh g -1. Actually, at most, only about half of lithium can be reversibly extracted and inserted 

due to structural restriction[9]. So a better performance can be obtained up to 4.2 – 4.25 V versus 

Li/Li+, providing about 150 mAh g -1 capacity, and the battery may be reversibly cycled over 1000 

charge/discharge cycles without appreciable specific capacity loss. 

 
 Another compound, LiNiO2 which is layered in structure and also isothermal with lithium 

cobalt oxide, has a higher theoretical and practical capacity, which is 274 and 140 – 170 mAh g-1, 

respectively, but it has not been vigorously pursued due to many reason even though nickel is more 

readily available than cobalt. Firstly, it does not have a very clear stoichiometric LiNiO2. The Li-

Ni-O system is always represented by Li1-yNi1+yO2 with a deviation from the normal 

stoichiometry[42], [43]. 

 
 This different and unique structure hence is difficult to synthesize the stoichiometric oxide 

with all lithium sites filled by lithium[9]. Secondly, it suffers from poor thermal stability in its 

highly oxidized state (Ni3+/Ni4+), so that cells are inherently unstable and therefore dangerous in 

contact with organic solvents[9]. 

 
 The spinel LiMn2O4 is the third most-popular cathode for lithium-ion batteries. In 

comparison with LiCoO2 and LiNiO2, LiMnO4 has been received wide recognition due to its low 
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toxicity and of having abundant raw material sources[44]–[46]. LixMn2O4 permits intercalat ion/ 

extraction of lithium ions in the range of  0 < 𝑥 < 2 . For intermediate values of x between 1 and 

2, the material consists of two different phases: cubic in bulk and tetragonal at the surface. The 

intercalation of lithium ions leads simultaneously to a pronounced cooperative Jahn-Teller effect, 

in which the cubic spinel crystal becomes distorted tetragonal with c/a ≈ 1.16, and the volume of 

the unit cell increases by 6.5%[9]. These kind of disturbances involving the change in the volume 

of unit cell would cause the structure to degrade and the properties to deteriorate. The 

electrochemical properties of these spinel structures such as recharge ability and capacity vary 

greatly with different synthesis. We observe that there is a higher capacity for the low temperature 

synthesized LiMn2O4 but it does not have a good cycle life. 

 

2.2.3 Olivine materials 

 

 The research developments with the discovery of electrochemical properties of the olivine 

phase, in particular, lithium ion phosphate (LiFePO4) were changed since 1977[47]. Since then it 

has gained prominence due to its low cost and abundance in nature, also being environmenta l ly 

benign. The olivine structure is shown in Figure 1.8. It can be used at 90% of its theoretical charge 

capacity (155 mAh g-1) at a steady voltage of around 3.4 V by reducing the particle size (< 1 𝜇𝑚) 

and when carbon was intimately mixed with cathode material, capacities close to 100% of the 

theoretical capacity at rates up to 5C were achieved[48]–[51][52]. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Structures of orthorhombic LiFePO4 and trigonal quartz-like FePO4 
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The conductivity of pure LiFePO4 is only 10-9 S cm-1 as reported[51]. Many efforts have 

been done to improve the conductivity. Results on undoped and doped Li1-xMxFePO4 (M = Mg, 

Al, Ti, Nb or W) synthesized by solid-state reaction[51], Nano-sized LiFePO4 powder synthesized 

by heating amorphous LiFePO4[53], and carbonaceous coating deposited on the surface of 

LiFePO4[54] are results on the methods usually employed to solve the conductivity issue[9]. 

 

2.2.4 Other oxide materials 

 

 Vanadium oxide is another attractive intercalation composite as a result of its layered 

structure. The reversible electrochemical lithium intercalation into V2O5 at room temperature was 

first reported by Whittingham in 1975[45]. For lithium-ion intercalation applications, vanadium 

oxide offers the essential advantages of low cost, abundant raw materials, easy synthesis, and high 

energy densities[9]. The average discharge voltage is only 2.5 V and not high when compared with 

other materials like LiCoO2. The shear structure of V2O5[55], [56], amorphous 𝛼 – V2O5[57], 𝛼-

V2O5-B2O3, and the 𝛼-V2MoO8[58] have all been considered. However, cycling stability remains 

a big problem for all these electrode materials. 

 
2.3 Electrolytes for lithium-ion batteries 

 
 The electrolyte is another important aspect for lithium-ion batteries because the 

electrochemical performance depends on it. The desired qualities of a good electrolyte are: 

(a) Good ionic conductivity 

(b) High chemical stability 

(c) Safer to use  

(d) Solvents with low melting point and high melting point are desired. 

 Lithium batteries tend to use organic electrolytes because of the wide operating 

voltages[59]. For lithium-ion batteries, these electrolytes are almost universally based on 

combinations of linear and cyclic alkyl carbonates. These electrolytes make use of Li as anodic 

active component and results in the high power and energy densities of Li-ion chemistries[59]. 
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 Carbonic acid esters like ethylene carbonate (EC) have good dielectric constants but high 

viscosity, which could impair the mobility of ions. A mixture of EC with diethyl carbonate was 

used in proper molar ratios with a LiPF6 salt is a good organic electrolyte. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Structural formulae of main organic solvents[58] 

 

2.4 Separators for lithium-ion batteries 

 

The separator is a porous membrane situated in between a battery’s anode and cathode, 

whose function is to prevent electronic contact between the both electrodes, at the same time allow 

the flow of ions in the presence of current in an electrochemical cell. Although there are not so 

many changes in separator recently, it still plays a prominent role in lithium ion battery, which 

needs to keep the positive and negative sides apart. Mostly, separator consists of a polymeric 

membrane forming from a microporous layer. The most significant characteristic of a separator is 

that it must be strong enough to prevent the damage resulting from the battery construction. And 

it directly comes in contact with the electrolyte, so it also should be quite stable. A good separator 

can minimize the side effect on the battery during the charge/ discharge process and it also makes 

a contribution to the battery power, cycle life and safety[60]. 

 
2.5 Binders for lithium-ion batteries 

 
The search for better performance of lithium-ion batteries is possible not only trying to 

create new electrode materials but also searching for new binders, since battery efficiency is 

strongly dependent on the electrode engineering[61]–[63]. The binder should withstand large 

repeated dimensional changes of the electrode during cycling process. In the fabrication process, 

a polymer binder is a material that is very important for binding the active materials of the 

electrodes. The chemical properties and the adhesive properties of the binder have a major impact 

on the performance. Usually, a combination of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and N- methyl 

pyrrolidone (NMP) is used for the binder and solvent, accordingly. PVDF is soluble in NMP and 
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allows the preparation of slurry having a proper viscosity. Furthermore, PVDF shows a good 

chemical resistance in a common carbonate-based organic solvents (EC, DEC, DMC) used as 

electrolytic solution. However, the binder breaks down for ionic liquid based electrolytes. The 

active mass tends to break away from the current collector because PVDF tends to swell in io nic 

liquids. Such delaminating process of active mass leads to declining the performance of lithium-

ion batteries during the charging-discharging, quick capacity fading and decreasing the battery 

serviceability.  

 

 

 
Figure 8: PVDF Powder 

 
 

Figure 9: Illustration of a small part of an electrode[60] 
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Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) resin is the homopolymer of Vinylidene fluoride. It is a 

raw material, having the benefits of: 

 Resistance to a wide range of temperatures and weather conditions 

 Good mechanical strength  

 Excellent processing performance and workability 

 Outstanding chemical resistance 

 
Today there are many other polymeric materials as binders such as polyacrylonitr i le 

(PAN), sodium carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) and poly arctic acid (PAA).  
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CHAPTER 3 
 

MODELING THE LITHIUM ION BATTERY 
 

 
3.1 Introduction and state-of-the-art 

 
 The modeling of lithium-ion batteries has an extensive literature [13], [64], [65]. The first 

proposed model by Doyle, Fuller, and Newman which has the physics-based modeling of Li- ion 

batteries that include the internal electrochemistry of the insertion electrodes had limited cases and 

assumptions [66], [67]. Prior to that, the modeling of the solid-state battery systems with insertion 

electrodes was limited to use of dilute solution theory and porous electrode theory[68]. The 

transport of electrolyte in the liquid phase was described by simple diffusion and migration, the 

dilute theory, which was insufficient when ion pairing and ion association are involved in the 

conduction in the electrolyte phase. 

 
 Doyle et al. proposed the use of concentrated solution theory, originally developed by 

Newman [69], which provides a much more general and rigorous theoretical framework that 

addresses the deficiency in the description of the transport mechanisms and accounts for volume 

changes and electrolyte flow. There have been many extensions and developments done on these 

kind of models. The single particle model is limited to the application of the low cycling current. 

The limiting electrode for cycle life is the graphitic negative carbon electrode. The potential drop 

in accordance with Ohm’s law is caused by the film formation at the porous anode during charging 

cycle. The lower conductivity by-product of this film also reduces the effective solid state diffus ion 

of the electrode [70]. Ramadass et al. addressed these effects semi-empirically by modifying three 

parameters, namely Rf (film resistance), solid state diffusion coefficient and State-of-Charge 

(SOC) loss based on first principles[71] and fitted to the experimental results. The SOC is defined 

as the ratio between the maximum capacity concentration in anode and the intercalated lithium 

concentration. Sikha et al. included the change in porosity of the electrode material over time[72]. 

In all of these models, the concentration of lithium within solid phase state was calculated using a 

pseudo second dimension (Pseudo-2D or P2D) along the radius of the particle based on 

diffusion[70]. In many cases, we need only the concentration of lithium at the surface of particle 

surface, limited computing power makes the solving of these models time-consuming. Cai et al. 
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reported the further extensions including the thermal effects[73]. Capacity fade mechanisms under 

high discharge rates were analyzed and characterized by Ning et al. through EIS and SEM 

studies[74]. 

 
 Subramanian et al. [75] and Wang et al. [76] presented a simplified model with very good 

approximation of the concentration profile based on the integral approach by Ozisik [77]. The 

concentration profile inside the solid particle is approximated by a second-degree polynomia l 

whose coefficients are expressed in terms of the average concentration of lithium inside the particle 

and the concentration at the surface. This effectively eliminated the need to solve the differentia l 

equation required for the concentration profile inside the particle. This is known as the Polynomia l 

Approximation model (PP) [70]. 

 
 Further simplification to the modeling of the electrode was presented by Haran et al.[78]. 

The simplified model used a single spherical particle to represent the whole electrode, while the 

models described previously adopt the porous electrode theory approach. This method was used 

initially for the Ni-metal hydride systems and was adopted to the lithium ion system [79]. This 

model is known as the Single Particle Model (SP). 

 
3.1.1 Porous electrode theory 

 

 The porous electrode theory was formalized by Thomas-Alyea and Newman [69]. It 

specifically addresses the different types of materials used in the electrodes. The complete details 

can be referenced from the corresponding chapter in the book, and a summary is explained in this 

section.  

 
 A porous electrode has both non-conducting, reactive materials and electronic conductors 

in its mixture. Besides the solid areas, the void is filled with electrolytic solution spaces between 

the solid matrixes. Physically, the reaction rates in a porous electrode can differ within the structure 

depending on the physical structure, conductivity of the matrix and of the electrolyte, and also the 

parameters that characterize the electrode processes. 

 
 Theoretical analysis to this complex issue requires a model that accounts for the essential 

features of an actual electrode without going into exact geometric details. The model described 
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here was developed by Newman and Tiedemann [80], [81] which has been widely adopted and 

refined by other researchers for lithium ion battery analysis. 

 
 The porous electrode theory was developed such that the parameters of the models can be 

obtained by simple physical measurements like porosity (void volume fraction), volume-average 

resistivity and average surface area per unit volume. The model would use the averages of various 

variables over a region of the electrode that is small with respect to the overall dimensions but 

large enough compared to the pore structure. The rates of reaction and double-layer charging in 

the pores are defined in terms of transferred current per unit volume. This is referred as the 

macroscopic model. The parameters that need to be abstracted are the concentrations of lithium 

ions in the solid phase and the electrolyte phase, and the potentials of the ions in each phase[70].  

 

 
 

Figure 10: Illustration to show the locations of the parameters for potentials and 

concentrations before the values are abstracted[70] 
 

 Both the potentials, φ1 for solid phase and φ2 for the electrolyte/liquid phase are continuous 

functions of time and space coordinates. The abstracted cell is represented with the top axis having 

all three regions. In either electrode, each point in x is mapped onto a spherical particle with a 

radius R. The surface receives the flux based on the interfacial reaction rate, and the flux is spread 

over its specific surface area ai, which is then defined as the surface area of the pore walls per unit 
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volume of the electrode scaled by the porosity εi and the volume fraction εf of the filler 

electrolyte[70]. 

   𝑎𝑖 = 4𝜋𝑅243𝜋𝑅2 (1 − 𝜀𝑖 − 𝜀𝑓,𝑖) = 3𝑅 (1 − 𝜀𝑖 − 𝜀𝑓)                                        (7) 

The porosity is the void volume fraction ε within volume element in the electrode that is 

filled with an electrolyte as shown in the figure. The solution-phase concentration of the lithium 

ion is denoted c2 and this representative concentration is averaged over the pores. The term c2 is 

also used to correlate the composition dependence of the diffusion coefficients, activity 

coefficients and the conductivity of the solution phase. This volume element also contains the solid 

matrix[70]. 

 

 
 

Figure 11 : Macroscopic model as applied to the lithium ion battery using porous 

electrode theory[70] 
 

The average pore wall flux over this interfacial area a is the pore wall flux density Ji, where 

i denotes corresponding electrode. The average pore wall flux density is the normal component of 

the flux density at the pore wall, in the direction pointing into the solution. Combined, aJi is the 

rate of transfer of lithium ion from solid phase to the electrolyte/liquid phase. In order to model 

the material balance of the solutes, an average flux density Ni of the species i over the cross-

sectional area of the electrode is defined. For this plane surface, Ni represents the amount of species 
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crossing the plane in the electrolyte phase, Hence, assuming a single-electron process, which is the 

case in the lithium ion battery, the current density crossing that plane is therefore, 

               𝐽𝑖 = 𝐹𝑁𝑖                                       (8) 

The material balance for the lithium ion in the solution phase can then be written as, 

                                                  
𝜕𝑐𝑖𝜕𝑡 = 𝑎. 𝐽𝑖 − ∇. 𝑁𝑖    (9) 

The porous electrode has the advantage of showing a detailed account of almost all the set 

of physical processes inside the battery. However, with all the parameters being simulated 

simultaneously, it is computationally complex, and therefore, time-consuming[70]. 

 

3.1.2 Pseudo-2D model 

 
 Newman used this type of model. Ls is the length of the thickness of electrolyte polymer, 

and Lc is the thickness of the cathode. The thickness of the lithium foil anode is neglected with the 

assumption that volume change and film formation are insignificant, and that the reaction happens 

only at the surface interface between anode and electrolyte. Given the fast formation and recovery 

speed of the charge imbalance of the double layer capacitance region, which is within a millisecond 

time scale, the effect of that layer was neglected. 

 

  
 

Figure 12: Illustration of Newman pseudo-2D model[67] 
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The general mechanism for the discharge involves the oxidation of lithium at anode, and 

the transportation of lithium ions across the separator into the cathode region. At cathode region, 

the ions are transported into the solid matrix of the cathode material through insertion, reduced, 

and embedded within that matrix. The model mostly involves two regions of interest, the separator 

(electrolyte region), and the insertion cathode region [70]; the specifications of each region will be 

discussed in the following section. 

 
3.1.2.1 Electrolyte region (separator) The separator consists of binary electrolyte and a 

single phase polymer solvent. At the concentration levels found in a battery, concentrated solution 

theory has to be applied. In the concentrated solution theory, the driving force for mass transfer is 

the gradient in electrochemical potential, the electrical conductivity, the transference number and 

the diffusion coefficient of the lithium salt which characterize the transport in the polymer. Each 

of these properties is concentration dependent [70]. 

Since in a separator region, only diffusion and migration happen we can make a material 

balance equation as, 𝜕𝑐2𝜕𝑡 = ∇. 𝐷∇𝑐2 − 𝑖2.∇𝑡+0𝑧+ 𝑣+𝐹                                                     (10) 

 Where D is the diffusion coefficient of lithium ion, c is the concentration of the lithium 

ion, i2 is the current density and 𝑡+0  is the transference number of lithium ion. z+ and v+ are charge 

number and number of cations and anions into which a mole of electrolyte dissociates. Given the 

lack of data, diffusion coefficient was taken as a constant and the transference number was fitted  

to the formula reported by Newman[66]. 

𝑡+𝑂 = 0.0107907 + 1.48837 × 10−4𝑐           (11) 

The boundary condition for the transport process is affected only by the input flux of the 

lithium ion, which is governed by the current applied through the cell via Faraday’s Law. The 

relationship is given by,  

 𝑁+ = 𝐼𝐹                                                                       (12) 

The potential variation across the separator can be calculated from the thermodynamic 

principles, which gives the relationship, 
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∇.𝜑2 = 𝐽𝐾 + 𝑅𝑇𝐹 ( 𝑠+𝑛𝑣+ + 𝑡+0𝑧+𝑣+) .∇ ln 𝑐                                         (13) 

Where ∅2 is the electrical potential and 𝑘 is the conductivity of electrolyte[70]. 

 
3.1.2.2 Cathode region (insertion electrode) The cathode is modeled with two phases, 

the inert electrolyte, identical to the separator region, and the solid active electrode. The two phases 

are superimposed on each other and are continuous in nature. There is a current carried in each 

phase. The solid active electrode is modeled as spherical particles of a fixed size which occupy a 

certain volume of the electrode given by the volume fraction. 

 
 Conservation of Li-ion in electrolyte phase of this region, accounting for the volume 

fraction and the adsorption into the solid insertion particle gives, 

𝜊. 𝜕𝑐2𝜕𝑡 = ∇. (𝜀𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓∇𝑐2) − 𝑖2.∇𝑡+0𝑧+𝑣+𝐹 + 𝑎𝑗𝑛(1−𝑡+0 )𝑣+                                        (14) 

Where, ε is the volume fraction of the electrolyte, and Deff is an effective value for the diffus ion 

coefficient modified to accommodate the shorter free path length of the species, 

𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝐷. 𝜀1.5                                                               (15) 

The third term in the equation accounts for the absorption of lithium ion into the solid particles, 

and jn is defined as the pore wall flux across the interface and is averaged over the interfacial area 

between the solid particle and electrolyte. This third term exists specifically to turn a 3-D model 

into a 1-D macro-homogenous model. It is the term that will be discarded later and re-formulated 

in the modified pseudo-3D model. jn in the model mentioned above is a scalar quantity and is 

related to the divergence of the current flow in the electrolyte phase, that is i2 from the relationship 

given by Newman, 𝑎𝑗𝑛 = −𝑠𝑖𝑛𝐹 ∇.𝑖2                                                     (16) 

Where si is stoichiometric coefficient of species i, in this case lithium. In the electrode reaction, si 

is equal to 1, i2 is the current flow in the electrolyte phase. 
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The current is based on the transport mechanisms, and is given by the equation, 

𝑖2 = −𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓∇𝜑2 − 𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑅𝑇𝐹 ( 𝑠+𝑛𝑣+ + 𝑡+0𝑧+𝑣+) ∇ ln 𝑐2                                         (17) 

Where,  𝜅𝑒𝑓𝑓 is an effective value for conductivity accounting for the actual free path length of the 

species. 𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑘. 𝜀1.5                                                                  (18) 

This effective term is also a compensation for the macro-homogenous model which will be 

discarded. The second phase in the cathode is the active insertion material. This phase is modeled 

as spherical particles of radius Rs and the insertion mechanism for the lithium ions is modeled to 

be diffusion. Given this assumption, the diffusion can be modeled by the continuity equation in 

spherical coordinates, 

     
𝜕𝑐𝑠𝜕𝑡 = 𝐷𝑠(𝜕2 𝑐𝑠𝜕𝑟2 + 2𝑟 𝜕𝑐𝑠𝜕𝑟 )           (19) 

Where 𝑐𝑠 is the concentration of lithium in the solid particle phase along the x-axis. The diffus ion 

coefficient 𝐷𝑠 is assumed constant in the solid phase. 

 
The boundary condition at r = 0 is,  

      
𝜕𝑐𝑠𝜕𝑟 = 0                         (20) 

Here the rate of diffusion into the surface is related to the pore wall flux. Hence, the boundary 

condition at r = Rs is, 

     𝑗𝑛 = −𝐷𝑠 𝜕𝑐𝑠𝜕𝑟                                                              (21) 

Since the two phases are super imposed on each other, there is one last boundary condition at the 

edge of the 1D model, where the flux of the lithium ion must be zero[70]. 

      𝑁𝑖 = 0@𝑥 = 𝜕𝑠 + 𝜕𝑐           (22) 
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 The reaction rate at the boundary is given by a Butler-Volmer type reaction mechanism, 

dependent upon all four state variables, the concentration of lithium ion in the solid phase and 

electrolyte phase and the potential of the lithium ion in the solid phase and the electrolyte phase. 

           𝑖 = 𝐹𝑘2(𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑐)𝛼𝑐𝑐𝛼𝑎 [𝑐𝑠exp (𝛼𝑎𝐹𝑅𝑇 (𝜂 − 𝑈) − (𝑐𝑇 − 𝑐𝑠 ) exp (𝛼𝑐 𝐹𝑅𝑇 (𝜂 − 𝑈))]     (23) 

The equations used in most of the Newman’s papers would be solved simultaneously for 

each point on x-axis using a customized subroutine in 1D. With the advancement of finite element 

analysis tools and advanced solvers, we no longer require this[70]. 

 
3.1.3 Single particle model 

 
 While the complete model proposed by Fuller and Newman [67] is flexible and generalized 

for Li-ion batteries with different materials and physical configuration, the complexity incurs 

significant time delays in simulations. Zhang et al. developed a simplified model by assuming a 

constant phase diffusion coefficient [82] and a uniform concentration distribution of the lithium 

ions in the electrolyte phase along the x-axis of the cell. By doing so, it has effectively abstracted 

each electrode with porous electrode theory with a single particle (sphere), and hence the naming 

of this model [70]. 

 
 Under low current condition, the model will be the most accurate since the concentration 

gradient of the lithium ions in the electrolyte phase is minimal. However, the model breaks down 

poorly at medium to high current, which limits its use as a comprehensive and complete model. 

However, the validity of this model is therefore limited to pseudo-steady state conditions, that is, 

very low current Galvano static charge and discharge such that the assumptions remain true[70].  

 
 There are also different types of models such as Reduced-order models and equivalent 

electric circuit model (EECMs) which come under the category of grey-box models. We also have 

the Bio-inspired black-box models (e.g., Neural Network model and wavelet model).  

 
3.1.4 Reduced-order models 

 
 Based on the electrochemical model proposed in [83], Domenico et al. [84] derived a 

simplified reduced-order battery model by making additional assumptions, i.e., neglecting the solid 
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concentration distribution along the electrode and considering the material diffusion inside a 

representative solid material particle for each electrode, and resulted in an averaged battery model. 

Smith et al. [85] also proposed another reduced-order model suitable for control-oriented 

applications by introducing additional assumptions based on full-scale electrochemical models. 

These reduced-order models results in a heavy loss of information compared with the 

electrochemical models due to the introduction of additional assumptions for simplifications. 

However, they are sufficiently accurate for specific applications, such as SOC estimations and 

voltage prediction, and exhibit a low computation cost that is desirable for real-time 

implementations. Furthermore, the parameter identification can be achieved based on the voltage 

and current signals that are available onboard [86]. 

 
3.1.5 Equivalent Electric Circuit Models (EECMs) 

 

 By lumping battery distributed dynamics, EECMs use a combination of electric elements, 

such as a voltage source, resistors, capacitors, and sometimes a non-linear element, such as 

Warburg impedance, to model the battery behavior. These can be categorized into two groups: 

impedance based EECMs and Voltage current (VI) based EECMs. The single constant EECM 

cannot describe the battery over a large range of the SOC, temperature and current rate, due to the 

fact that the battery behavior is highly non-linear and non-satisfactory. To tackle this problem, a 

linear parameter varying (LPV) EECM is used [86]. 

 
3.1.5.1 Impedance based EECMs: Impedance of a battery is measured by generating a 

small AC current to flow through a battery under investigation, while the AC voltage response is 

recorded. An FFT analyzer is then used to calculate the complex impedance [86]. The frequency 

of the AC current signal sweeps from MHz to several kHz[87]. The electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy (EIS) is referred as the measurement of the impedance in a range of frequency. In 

addition, a superimposing charging or discharging DC current can be used to set the operating 

point of the battery. Battery impedance changes with SOC, temperature, and the direction and 

amplitude of the DC current, i.e., the operating point[88]. 

 
 A battery cell is modelled as per the Randle’s equivalent circuit in a simplified way, as 

depicted in the figure, where Ri is internal resistance, C is capacitance, L an inductance, R a 
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nonlinear resistance, and Zw stands for the non-linear Warburg impedance which is a constant 

phase element with a constant phase of 45° and a magnitude inversely proportional to the square 

root of the frequency as, 𝑍𝑊 = 𝐴𝑤√𝑤 + 𝐴𝑤√𝑤𝑗             (24) 

Where, 𝐴𝑤 is the Warburg coefficient, w the angular frequency, and j is the imaginary number. 

 
 The parameters of the model can be identified by fitting the model to the measured EIS of 

the battery. Usually, nonlinear parameter identification methods are required, and it takes a longer 

time since the model is nonlinear and complex, and also the parameters depend on the operating 

conditions. 

 

 

 
Figure 13: Randle’s EECM to model battery impedance response  

 
 Many papers have presented a detailed analysis of the Randle’s EECM of lead/acid 

batteries. All elements of the EECM, including the OCV, internal resistor, double layer capacitor 

and Warburg impedance are analyzed in detail based on the physical laws governing the battery 

electrochemical processes and modeled as Mat lab blocks[86].  

 
3.1.5.2 V-I based EECMs: A signal generator is required to measure the battery EIS and 

hence since it is not practical for onboard implementation researchers have proposed a model based 

on the available on-board measurements, such as terminal voltage, load current, and temperature. 

To avoid complex analysis of non-linear elements, such as Warburg impedance, it has been 

proposed to use a linear EECM structure, consisting of an ideal voltage source representing the 

OCV which is controlled by SOC and temperature, a resistor representing for the interna l 
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resistance, and a few RC networks connected in series capture the dynamics of the battery 

behavior[86]. Such a linear EECM is defined as an nth order if it consists of n series RC networks.  

 

3.2 Using COMSOL for simulation 

 
 COMSOL Multiphysics® is a finite element analysis, solver, and simulation software 

platform, based on advanced numerical methods, for modeling and simulating physics-based 

problems. With COMSOL Multiphysics, coupled or Multiphysics phenomena in different fields 

can be resolved. It has dedicated physics interfaces and tools for electrical, mechanical, fluid flow, 

and chemical applications. 

 
 Originally developed from MATLAB based codes for a graduate course at the Royal 

Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm, Sweden, COMSOL is now a multi-national company 

and the platform is used worldwide for many applications. 

 
 COMSOL has three major components, the model geometry builder, mathematical solvers 

and an advanced post-processing data visualization module. It is also capable of importing popular 

CAD software geometry directly into its solver interface [70]. 

 
The major advantage of choosing COMSOL for this research is three-fold: 

a) Speed and reliability: the ODE solvers in COMSOL are based on MATLAB, which have 

been tried and proven to be both efficient and accurate. Other researchers in lithium- ion 

battery modeling have also reported results based on COMSOL simulations [70][73]. 

b) Simplicity: This research focuses primarily on the lithium-ion battery based on 

fundamental electrochemistry. The interactive and comprehensive interface allows for a 

relatively simple construction of the battery model, without the need for a specialized 

coding for finite element meshing and solvers, eliminating potential errors and reducing 

development time. 

c) Flexibility: COMSOL can accommodate multi-domain models with cross-linked physics, 

which is required in the aforementioned lithium ion battery model. The ability to fully 

specify and modify the model provides the flexibility to modify the research scope quickly 

and with relative ease[70]. 
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For this thesis, all of the simulations were performed with COMSOL Multiphysics® version 

5.2a 64-bit on a PC with Microsoft® Windows 7® operating system. The PC has an AMD 64-bit 

processor, 16GB of RAM and all storage drives are SSD based. 

 
3.2.1 Limitations 

 
 As with any platform that aims to provide a wide application base for solving physics and 

engineering problems, COMSOL is versatile and highly flexible. However, with the automation 

in its numerical solver, the solving process is less transparent. The software compensates this with 

a running log on the solving process, but failure modes are not clearly identified and can be difficult 

to debug [70]. 

 In this context of thesis, COMSOL was used to solve the various multi-domains related to 

the electrochemistry of the manufactured lithium ion battery. The typical half-cell model was built 

using the specifications noted from the coin cell. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP & RESULTS 
 

 
4.1 Equipment for cell fabrication and characterization 

 
 The initial step for this thesis consists of fabrication of half-cells using the raw materials 

procured from different sources. Half-cell experiments allow us to assess the charge and discharge 

behavior of each electrode. In order to do the fabrication and characterization, the following 

equipment has been used. 

 
 The coin cell electrode material is cut by a Precision Disc Cutter. This cutter is designed to 

cut round size specific disc shapes from the thin metal sheet. These materials are made from 

precision ground hardened alloy steel. A hammer is needed to punch the metal through the die. 

 
 

Figure 14: Precision disc cutter [89] 

 
  A vacuum oven as shown in the figure is used to handle temperature-sensitive or oxygen 

sensitive substances with unparalleled care when drying. A vacuum oven or standard atmospheric 

condition is controlled inside the vacuum oven when it is used for process drying. Before the coin 

cell assembly, all cell components need to be put in the vacuum oven at 120 degree C and left 

overnight to dry.  
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Figure 15: Vacuum oven [90] 
 

 The slurry mixture of electrode material is applied onto a carbon coated Aluminum foil 

with the help of a Doctor blade and a compact tape casting coater. This instrument helps us in 

applying the slurry with consistent thickness. The instrument has a flat vacuum chuck inbuilt to 

hold the substrate sheet in place, which is particularly useful when making thin coatings. There is 

also a provision of a heating cover with digital temperature controller to dry the films after coating 

up to 100° C with a temperature accuracy of +/- 1° C. 

 

 
 

Figure 16: Casting coater with doctor blade[2] 

 

The coin cell assembly is performed in the glovebox as shown in the figure. This has 

features on automatic re-generable oxygen and moisture single purifier so that it can prevent the 

oxygen and pollution of battery material and sustains an inert argon atmosphere. The glovebox is 

designed to develop a clean atmosphere, which can be used to store and operate on air-sensit ive 

materials, such as lithium metals and electrodes. Because the lithium metal is very sensitive to 

oxygen and water, the coin cell assembly must be done in the glovebox. 
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Figure 17: Glovebox [3] 

 

 The compact hydraulic crimping machine as shown in figure, is then used to seal the coin 

cell after the assembly to prevent electrolyte leakage. The crimper seals the coin cells by giving a 

vertical pressure on the coin cells and the pressure periphery. The crimping machine is inside the 

glovebox. 

 

 
 

Figure 18:Compact hydraulic crimping machine (MTI MSK-110)[4] 
 

 Finally, a coin cell cycler, as shown in figure, is a testing system for battery and other 

electrochemical energy storage devices. Each channel on the cycler operates independently and 

runs the cycling test procedures at the same time. In this thesis study, we have used the Neware 

BTS test equipment. It has different specification pertaining to the application usage. These have 

a wide operating modes: Charge –CC (Constant Current), CV (Constant Voltage), CC and CV. 
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Figure 19: Coin cell battery testing machine 

 
4.2 Coin cell fabrication procedure 

 
4.2.1 Preparing and cleaning 

 
 The materials used to assemble a coin cell include a reference electrode generally a lithium 

electrode, cathode, separator, spacer, spring, and coin cell casings. A ring-shaped spring is placed 

between the negative casing and the spacer in order to ensure adequate pressure is applied to cell 

components. The spacer is made of stainless steel metal. The separator used is a Celgard P2340 

having a monoporous monolayer membrane (PP) of 20 µm and porosity of 48 %. MTI Corporation 

makes most of the coin cell cases, spacers, and springs. We have used the same for all the 

experiments related to this thesis work. The electrolyte is from BASF Company and contains 1:2 

ethylene carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC). 

 
 There are generally two ways to obtain a working electrode. One way is to harvest the 

electrode disk from an existing commercial battery that has been disassembled. In this method, the 

electrode may need to be cleaned to remove the impurities on the surface prior to assembly. 

Another way is to fabricate an electrode from raw materials by mixing together active material 

powder with a binder. 

 
 In this thesis report, electrodes will be fabricated from the basic materials procured and 

mixed in a high power ball mill machine or a vacuum mixer to make a slurry which is then applied 

onto the current collector. A detailed analysis on this process is presented in the further topics. 

 
Coating an electrode to make cathodes or anodes in a battery needs a large percentage of 

solid particles of different chemicals, sizes, and shapes in highly viscous media. A thorough mixing 

of these slurries poses a major challenge in the battery manufacturing process. Several types of 
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mixing apparatus have been examined and tested. Both the anode and cathode slurries were 

prepared by vacuum mixer and also the ball mill mixer in addition to the magnetic stirrer apparatus. 

A multi-stage mixing sequence was proposed. 

 
Preparation of a good dispersion of micro- or Nano-scaled powders and highly viscous 

polymer solutions has always been a problem for experimentalists. The uniformity of the 

dispersion, as assessed from its rheological behavior, is strongly dependent in the sequence of 

mixing, solution preparation, mixing devices and operating conditions[91]–[96]. 

 
In general coin cell models, the electrodes are made up of multi-component mixtures. The 

key component in the slurry is an active material such as LiFePO4, LiCoO2[97]. The automobile 

industry employs a three-dimensional active material for a better battery performance[98]. Other 

components in the formulation[95], [99] generally include a binder, such as polyvinylidene 

fluoride (PVDF) or Super P; a solvent, such as N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP); and additive, such 

as Carbon Black, to improve the conductivity of the battery. The active material in the anode 

mixture is either carbon or graphite[100], while other ingredients such as binder, solvent, and 

conductive agents are usually the same as those in the cathode[95], [99]. The solid contents for 

both anode and cathode are around 75-90% for a standard formulation. The concentration of the 

binder is around 3% - 8%. Higher concentrations of the binder may improve the adhesion, but they 

may also deteriorate the performance of the battery. 

 
Both electrodes are normally prepared in the form of viscous slurries in order to facilitate 

the downstream coating operation. A thorough mixing of the slurries is critical for the coating and 

drying operations, which will eventually affect the performance and quality of the batteries[91]. 

Therefore, a proper selection of mixing devices and mixing procedures for the electrode slurries is 

an essential step towards the production of good quality batteries[97]. 

 
Several types of mixing devices such as ball mills, magnetic stirrers[101], [102] and 

magnetic stirrers with supersonic waves[92] have been examined for their better effectiveness. 

Large scale mixers including planetary mixers[103], [104], high speed mixers, homogenizers, 

universal type mixers and static mixers[105] are generally employed in the industry. In addition to 

selecting a proper mixer for the highly viscous anode and cathode slurries, the procedure of adding 
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solid particles and binders into solvents are also critical in achieving a well dispersed slurry 

mixture.[97]. 

 
Many different mixing procedures have been explored to achieve well-mixed slurries. 

Yang et al.[106] found that mixing the dry particles including the binder first and then adding the 

mixture into the solvent could be useful for prolonging the battery life. In contrast, Kim et al.[93] 

found that mixing the dry powders first, followed by adding the binders and solvents could be 

more effective. Lee et al.[94] examined the effect of multiple additions of solvents on the 

performance of a lithium battery, with the storage modulus G’ and loss modulus G’’ used as 

indicators of the results of mixing. Zheng et al.[98] studied the effects of adding a non-ionic 

surfactant on the dispersion of the active material LiFePO4, and found that the discharge capacity 

and the mixing improved. Li et al.[107] studied the effects of adding adhesive and thickener in 

different steps and found that sequential addition of adhesive and thickener yielded the best results 

for the cathode slurries. For anode slurries Zheng et al.[108] proposed a new way wherein the 

carbon black and binders are mixed initially, then using an ultrasonic device for subsequent 

dispersion. 

 
 Both cathode and anode materials are made of concentrated slurries. They are likely to 

exhibit non-Newtonian flow characteristics, which may include shear-thinning, time-dependent, 

and pseudo-plastic behaviors[94], [109]–[112]. Ligneel et al.[101] studied the effect of solid 

content on the rheological properties of anode materials, and found that yield stress became 

significant when the amount of solvent was gradually reduced. Several research groups [91], 

[92][103]–[116] analyzed the mixing of lithium battery materials using ball mill mixers and found 

that the solution viscosity would drop gradually and approached a stable, limiting value after a 

long period of mixing. 

 
 A ball mill mixer appears to be a suitable device for mixing slurries, although it has a 

limitation of long mixing time. For further study, we can try to make a more optimized mixer that 

can reduce the mixing time and improving the efficiency. The performance of a mixer can be 

examined either theoretically by numerical simulation of flow field [117] or experimentally by 

using a flow visualization technique and rheological measurements [118], [119]. 
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4.3 Experimental 

 
 In this thesis report, raw materials consisting of lithium ferrous phosphate (LiFePO4), 

Super P and PVDF binder were mixed at 92:4:4 percentage mass ratio overnight using a ball mill. 

The NMP and PVDF were mixed for 180 minutes initially. Then the Super P mixture was added 

into the slurry and re-run again for another 120 minutes. Finally, the LiFePO4 was mixed and run 

for another 180 minutes to make it into a fine viscous liquid adding appropriate amounts of NMP.   

The slurry obtained was then coated onto an aluminum foil using the doctor blade method at 

specific thicknesses as required, dried and then vacuum dried overnight at 120° C. After the 

electrode is completely dried, it is compressed to a designated porosity if calendaring is required. 

The electrodes are calendared using the hot press method and the temperature of the rollers was 

not controlled during the press stage. The electrodes are typically pressed to 30 to 40% of its init ia l 

thickness. The roller blades of the hot press allow the electrode sheet to be pressed in between 

them and with a help of a micrometer measure the thickness of the electrode. We repeat the process 

until the desired thickness is achieved. 

 
 Store the calendared laminate in an inert atmosphere glove box. The electrodes are then cut 

into a ½” size cathode cell for half-cell testing. The electrodes are stored in a vacuum oven 

overnight and their weights and thicknesses are noted. The coin cells were assembled in the glove 

box. 

 
 The coin cell assembly has various steps involved. In this study, we have primarily focused 

on the half-cell fabrication of cathode materials. The coin cell hardware consists of bottom case 

casings, stainless steel disc, spring, top enclosure and the electrodes. We also use the celgard 

separator in addition to the electrolyte sample from BASF company containing 1M LiPF6 EC: 

DMC 1:2 + 2% VC. 

 
 The counter electrode (lithium) is prepared inside the glovebox and the electrode is 

prepared after cleaning the lithium foil. The lithium reference electrode is punched into discs of 

5/8’ inch diameter (inside the glovebox). The figure illustrated below details the sequence of the 

components assembled. The electrolyte is spread onto the separator using a pipette. The ideal 

quantity to be used is until the electrolyte is spread all over the separator. We generally use 4 drops 

(< 100 µm thick electrodes) or 5 drops (>100 µm electrodes). Once the separator is fully wet it 
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will appear transparent. Once the electrode is put on the separator center the spring onto the 

stainless steel spacer. The widest part of the spring should be in contact with the spacer. Press the 

coin cell after covering with the case and we used the crimping machine to press the coin cell until 

2500 psi. Begin the cycling formation 2 hours after constructing the cell. 

 

 
 

Figure 20: Components of coin cell 
 

 For this study, we have made 2 samples of material from the procedure we have detailed 

above. The sample A and sample B were punched from the aluminum electrode sheet. The sample  

A was calendared while the sample B was uncalendared. The calendared sample was pressed using 

the hot press method and pressed to 25% of its original porosity. The electrode pressing was carried 

out in controlled conditions. With the help of a micrometer, the appropriate thickness for the 

electrode was achieved. 

 
 Neware Battery Analyzer was used to charge and discharge the battery using CC-CV 

routine between 4 V – 2.8 V. EIS measurements were taken using the VersaStat software at room 

temperature. The EIS circuit modeling was done using ZView software. The COMSOL 

Multiphysics version 5.2a is used for this study for the simulation. 
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4.4 Results and discussion 

 
4.4.1 Surface morphology 

  

 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 21: SEM images of (a) uncalendared electrode and (b) calendared electrode  

 
Calendared electrode, when viewed with the bare eye, looked shiny when compared to the 

uncalendared electrode that appeared matte black. The SEM analysis was done for both the 

electrodes and is shown in figure below. SEM micrograph of magnification at X1500, X5000 and 

X10000 is presented. The images of these electrodes show a very porous structure, however, the 

SEM images of the calendared electrode display a reduction in porosity. 

 
4.4.2 Rate test 

 
The importance of calendaring on the performance of the battery is apparent in the rate test 

as shown in the figure below. The half-cell were cycled at different C-rate, the uncalendared 

electrode has a capacity of 152, 149, 145 and 139 mAh/g at C/10, C/5, C/2 and 1C respectively, 

while the calendared electrode has a capacity of 162, 159, 153 and 145 mAh/g at C/10, C/5, C/2 
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and 1C respectively. Comparing both capacity; at C/10 the capacity is increase by about 9.1% 

which implies that the importance of calendaring is prominent. 

 

 
 

Figure 22: Discharge capacity for various electrode densities and C-rates 

 

 Figure 23 shows the specific capacity at various C-rates and electrode densities. The results 

show improved kinetic and rate capability for the electrodes with higher densities (i.e., calendared 

electrodes). The density of the calendared electrode was around 1.35 g/cm3 while the uncalendared 

electrode had a density around 0.95 g/cm3.There are various studies which indicate that there is a 

change in impedance of the electrode after densification[120]. Analysis of the electrode impedance 

was also performed using AC impedance (EIS), and the results are discussed in the further topic. 
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Figure 23: C-Rate of uncalendared electrode 

 

 

 

Figure 24: C-Rate of calendared electrode 
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4.4.2 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 

 

 The EIS measurements from 20 kHz to 0.01 Hz for both the calendared and uncalendared 

electrodes. To investigate the dependency of charge transfer kinetics on calendaring EIS was 

collected on freshly made electrodes at room temperature by applying AC potential of 10 mV for 

both calendared and uncalendared cells. The impedance spectra at 20 kHz composed of a high-

frequency intercept on the real axis representing the total ohmic resistance of 4.3Ω, this include 

the contact resistance, lead contacts, and electrolyte resistance etc. The depressed semicircles in 

the mid-frequency range of 20 kHz to 2 mHz characterize the charge transfer kinetics at the 

interfaces. The frequency range below 2 mHz of the impedance spectra can be assigned to the solid 

state Warburg diffusion of lithium-ion into the porous electrode [121]. These models have been 

used and established by many researchers to describe the diffusion and migration of lithium ion in 

the electrochemical cell[122]–[125]. The EIS response for both the cells is plotted below in the 

figure. The resistance and capacitance cannot be separated based on the equivalent circuit model. 

The calendered electrode exhibited similar charge transfer resistance compared to the 

uncalendared electrode. The interfacial kinetics of the electrode are improved due to the 

calendaring. The diffusion is analyzed from the Warburg impedance. Since the calendared 

electrode has less porosity we see that there is less impedance while the uncalendared electrode 

has more porosity and hence we observe a longer tail which implied that there is more impedance. 

 
4.4.3 Equivalent circuit modelling 
 

 To interpret the EIS results further we have used the ZView software to create a model for 

the electrode as shown in figure and the model was fitted to the actual EIS profile with as shown 

in the figure. 

 
The equivalent circuit shown in figure is used to evaluate the impedance parameters of the 

electrode. Rs denotes the total ohmic resistance which includes the contact resistance, electrolyte 

resistance, and other electrical contacts. The SEI formation and charge transfer is exhibited by the 

resistor. The double layer capacitance is represented by the CPE. 
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Figure 25: EIS data showing fit results for A) calendared electrode and B) uncalendared 

electrode 
 

 
 

Figure 26: Equivalent circuit model for both electrodes 

 
The results generated from modeling is shown in table below. All elements were fitted with 

a high degree of accuracy with error less than 4%. 

 
The solution resistance is an important factor when we are analyzing the impedance of an 

electrochemical cell. The resistance of an ionic solution depends on the ionic concentrations, type 

of ions, temperature and the geometry of the area in which the current will be carried. The solution 
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resistance Rs is approximately close to the same value for both electrodes indicating similar 

electrolyte and electrical resistance. This implies that both electrodes have similar solution 

resistance. The Constant phase element (CPE) is used to denote the distributive capacitive behavior 

made of non-homogenous particles, double layer capacitance and other capacitive behavior that 

cannot be accurately represented using a capacitor. CPE is connected in parallel with a resistor to 

represent the charge transfer kinetics in the high-medium range and depressed semicircle in 

medium to low frequency range. The values of Warburg impedance parameters varies for both the 

electrodes as expected, the tail part of the curve is different for both the electrodes. The thickness 

of the calendered electrode is different from the uncalendared electrode and has an impact on the 

Warburg impedance[126].  

The parameters associated with the CPE element are expressed as, 

𝑍 = 1𝑇(𝑖∗𝜔)𝑃                                                                 (25) 

The parameter 𝜔 is the angular frequency of AC signal, 𝑖 = √−1 and * represents complex 

conjugate. 

 
Table 3: Values of impedance fittings 

 

Circuit Element Calendared Uncalendared 

Rs (Ω) 2.832 4.362 

Wo-R (Ω) 156.9 36.01 

Wo-T (rad S-1) 194.2 1.331 

Wo-P (unitless) 0.39489 0.42192 

CPE-T (F Sp-1cm-2) 0.0018561 5.293e-5 

CPE-P (unitless) 0.65272 0.7529 

R (Ω) 49.85 40.8 
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Observing the values for various components of the equivalent circuit in table 2 the solution 

resistance, Rs is close to each other indicating similar electrolyte and electrical resistance. The 

CPE-P values usually range from -1 to 1, with 1 indicative a capacitor, 0 a resistor and -1 an 

inductor, with CPE-P values around 0.75 the interface exhibits distributive capacitive behavior for 

both electrode. 

At the simplified form, resistance is said to obey ohms law, 

𝑅 = 𝜌 𝑙𝐴                                                                          (26) 

The resistance is inversely proportional to the contact area, hence the resistance increases 

with an increase in surface area[120]. These equations show that there is a direct relationship 

between the current density, contact area, and contact resistance. Decrease in resistance due to 

calendaring will decrease ohmic and activation polarization. This is observed in the discharge rates 

for both electrodes but predominantly observed for higher discharge rates. The diffusivity is 

explained by the Warburg impedance. The diffusion coefficient for the cell was calculated using 

the equation obtained from Greenleaf et. al paper on the EIS modeling[127]. This is represented 

by the equation,  

𝐷𝐿𝑖 = 12 ( 𝑅𝑇𝑛2 𝐹2𝑋𝑆𝐴𝑊 )2                                                              (27) 

𝐴𝑤 = 𝑊𝑅√𝑊𝑇                                                                         (28)  

Where T is the room temperature in Kelvin, 𝐴𝑊  is the Warburg coefficient, R is the Universal Gas 

constant in Joules per mol per Kelvin, n is the number of electrons involved in the system 

(valency), F is the Faraday constant in Coulombs per mol, X is the molar concentration in mol per 

centimeter cubed, S is the Surface area of the electrode in centimeter squared (cm2). The WR is the 

Warburg resistance and WT  is the Warburg time constant component. Based on this equation, the 

diffusion coefficient for LFP was 1.1e-15 m2 s-1. The calculated diffusion coefficient values are 

close to the values reported by other researchers like Prosini et. al and others[128][129] validat ing 

the inferences made above for the LFP material.  
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4.5 Conclusion 

 Using the steps listed in the fabrication procedure for a half coin cell, the LFP sample with 

the lithium reference electrode together with the electrolyte of LiPF6 and separator were used to 

get a sample electrode surface. Calendared and uncalendared electrodes were characterized and 

analyzed to study the effect of calendaring on performance of the battery and the role of 

calendaring in optimizing LFP battery. SEM, EIS, rate test were carried on both the samples and 

results were compared. The calendered electrode clearly exhibited better electrochemica l 

performance and higher capacitance of about 162 mAh/g at C/10 compared to a discharge capacity 

of 152 mAh/g at C/10 for the calendared electrode.  The calendered samples were also shiny in 

comparison with that of the uncalendared electrode after the SEM images were analyzed. The 

density of the calendared and uncalendared electrodes were also tabulated and compared with its 

discharge density and we observed that the calendared sample was at a higher density. It was also 

concluded from the parameters which we got after the equivalent circuit modeling was done that 

supports that the extra performance is got from the increased ohmic contact area. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

COMSOL SIMULATION & RESULTS 
 

 
5.1 Introduction 

 
 In this study, we have developed a simulated model by taking inputs from the 1D-

Isothermal Lithium-ion Battery model available in COMSOL. This model demonstrated how 

simulation can be used to study the charge and discharge behavior of a lithium-ion battery for a 

given set of material properties. The geometry is one dimension and the model is isothermal. There 

are many ways to use the model to investigate the influence of various design parameters such as 

choice of materials, dimensions, and the particle size distribution of the active materials. The 1D-

isothermal model included the following process of mass and charge transport in the solid and 

solution phase: 

 The electronic current conduction in the electrodes 

 Ionic charge transport in the electrodes and electrolyte/separator 

 Material transport in the electrolyte, allowing for the introduction of the effects of 

concentration on ionic conductivity and concentration overpotential, which in this case are 

obtained from experimental data. 

 Butler-Volmer electrode kinetics using experimentally measured discharge curves for 

equilibrium potential.  

 Material transport within the spherical particles that form the electrodes. 

In the battery model developed, the edge effects in the length and height of the battery are 

neglected. The electric potential in the electron-conducting phase, φs, is calculated using charge 

balanced based on Ohm’s law where the charge transfer reactions result in source or sink term. For 

the porous electrodes effective conductivities, σs
eff (Sm-1), are used and take into account the 

porosity of the electrodes. This is given by the following expression: 

         eff

s s

                         (29) 

Where ɣ,  is the Bruggeman coefficient [130]. 
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 The model developed for this study has a half cell coin cell consisting LiFePO4 as a positive 

electrode with a polymer electrolyte of LiPF6 in 1:2 EC: DMC ratio. The material properties have 

been input from various sources including various research publications. For the basic model we 

have used some parameters presented by the 1D isothermal model. 

 
5.2 Parameters used in this model 

 

 The various parameters used to make this model are listed below in the table 4, 5 and 6. 

These values were input into the model in the global parameter list and the material list of the 

model. Some of the parameters have been calculated from the experimental data as well as from 

the data sheet provided by the manufacture. The coin cell physical parameters including the length 

of the negative electrode, positive electrode and the length of the separator, cross section area of 

the cell have been measured and provided as input to the model. The temperature T for the whole 

experiment was input at a constant temperature of 298 K. The parametric study were implemented 

in the model with the required input parameters from the Table 6. 

 
Table 4: LFP material contents 

 

Name Value Description 

Sigma 91 S/m Electrical Conductivity 

D 1.1e-15 m2/s Diffusion coefficient 
k 1 W/(m.K) Thermal Conductivity 

cEqref 21190 mol/m3 Reference  concentration 
 

 The electrolyte used to build the model is the same one we use to build the fabricated cells. 

The LiPF6 in 1:2 EC: DMC has some material parameters related to it. These same parameters 

were used as input into the model in COMSOL. These parameters are defined in the Table 5. 

 
Table 5: Electrolyte material contents 

 

Name Value Description 

transpNum 0.363 Transport Number 

fcl 0 Activity dependence 
D 7.5e-11 m2/s Diffusion coefficient 
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Table 6: Parameters used in COMSOL model 

 

Name Value Description 

aA_neg 0.5 Reaction rate coefficient of negative electrode 
aA_pos 0.5 Reaction rate coefficient of positive electrode 
aC_neg 0.5 Reaction rate coefficient of negative electrode 
aC_pos 0.5 Reaction rate coefficient of positive electrode 

Acell 3.14E-4 m2 Cell cross sectional area 

cl_0 1200 mol/m3 Initial electrolyte salt concentration 
cs0_neg 14703 mol/m3 Initial concentration of negative active electrode material 
cs0_pos 4970 mol/m3 Initial concentration of positive active electrode material 

csmax_neg 23000 mol/m3 Max solid phase concentration of negative electrode 
brugl_neg 1.5 Bruggeman coefficient for tortuosity in negative electrode 

brugl_pos 1.5 Bruggeman coefficient for tortuosity in positive electrode 
brugl_sep 1.5 Bruggeman coefficient for tortuosity in separator 
Ds_neg 4e-13 m2/s Solid phase Li-diffusivity of negative electrode 
Ds_pos 1e-15 m2/s Solid phase Li-diffusivity of positive electrode 
epsl_neg 0.2 Electrolyte phase vol-fraction negative electrode 

epsl_pos 0.6 Electrolyte phase vol-fraction positive electrode 
epss_neg 0.0245 Solid phase vol-fraction of negative electrode 
epss_pos 0.0145 Solid phase vol-fraction of positive electrode 

k_neg 2e-5 m/s Reaction rate coefficient of negative electrode 
k_pos 2e-11 m/s Reaction rate co-efficient of positive electrode 

Ks_neg 100 S/m Solid phase conductivity of negative electrode 
L_neg 2.5e-4 m  Length of negative electrode 

L_neg_cc 3.2e-5 m  Length of negative current collector 
L_pos 3.07e-4 m Length of positive electrode 

L_pos_cc 3.2e-5 m  Length of positive current collector 

L_sep 0.00155 m Length of separator 
rp_neg 1.25e-5 m  Particle radius of negative electrode 
rp_pos 6e-6 m Particle radius of positive electrode 

T 298 K Temperature 
t_ocp 300 s Open circuit duration 

t_charge 1000 s Charge duration 
t_disch 3300 s  Discharge duration 

 
 In addition to the global parameters mentioned above, there are parameters specific to the 

materials as well. In this study, we have similar material specific parameters. The LFP material 

has a set of input parameters as mentioned below in Table 4 and the electrolyte material has input 

parameters as mentioned in Table 6. 
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5.3 Model of the LiFePO4/ Li half-cell 

 

The Li-ion battery models designed using COMSOL Multiphysics are usually intended for 

simulating the battery behavior during a period of time going from few minutes to many hours. In 

this thesis, we simulate a LiFePO4/ Li half-cell, for which we had the experimental data. The 

battery model which already pre-existed in the Batteries and fuel cell module was designed for a 

cylindrical cell. Hence to make the coin cell module the physical dimensions of the existing 

cylindrical cell has to be altered. The dimensions of the coin cell were calculated precisely and 

input into the model parameters. The coin cell composed of two studies in the model. The first 

study is used to run the model to calculate all the stoichiometric coefficients while the second 

relates to the C-rate study of the model where all the four C-rates of C/10, C/5, C/2 and 1C 

respectively are calculated in one parametric sweep. The model is made up of three domains. The 

electrolyte is assumed to be present in all the three domains. There are two materials specifica lly 

input into the model and they are the LFP material and the electrolyte material of LiPF6. The model 

has the feature of inputting the electrode and electrolyte material for each component of the battery.  

 
Domain 1 has the porous electrode 1 and is made up electrolyte and electrode properties. 

The electrolyte material properties of the LiPF6 in 1:2 EC: DMC is given as the input parameters 

for the electrolyte in this electrode 1 reactions. The electrode material for this porous electrode 1 

is given as the default domain material. This default material has input from the global parameters.   

 
Domain 3 has the porous electrode 2, and is associated with the LFP material. The porous 

electrode 2 also has both the electrode and electrolyte properties. Here, we use the same electrolyte 

material properties as used for the porous electrode 1. The only change we observe here is that the 

LiFePO4 electrode material properties are input for the electrode instead of the default domain 

material. So when we ran this domain, the model takes input variables from the material specific 

values rather than only the general default parameters. 

 
Domain 2 is associated with only the electrolyte. This is the separator domain between both 

the electrodes. These have specific time dependent equations helping the model to run with the 

material properties as input by the user depending on the material they use for the simulation. Here 

we use the same electrolyte as that of the experimental data. 
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Figure 27: Domain regions of the model 

 

 At the far end boundaries, the default condition was zero flux. The initial values for the 

model are input from the parameters initially for both porous electrode 1 and porous electrode 2 

in the model. The electrolyte is set in all domains. The electrolyte has the parameter values of 

diffusion coefficient, electrolyte conductivity, electrolyte salt concentration, transport number, and 

activity dependence. The positive electrode has the facility of inputting the parameters manually 

or by the default model. We have changed some of the parameter values based on the coin cell 

experimental studies and also the data specifications of the material used. The electrolyte 

conductivity and equilibrium potential of the negative and positive electrode (LFP) are 

composition dependent. This data is tabulated in the materials library in the model. The model uses 

the material data values or the global variable parameter values depending on the user. The half-

cell model uses the three domains as mentioned in the previous sections. The LFP electrode 

(positive electrode) uses the material contents as specified by that material, whereas the negative 

electrode has parameter values input from the global parameters list in the model.  

 
The model makes use of two important studies. One study focuses only on the 

stoichiometric calculations while the other is used to run the parametric sweeps for the different 

C-rates. Point probes are placed at strategic locations all over the model to gather the data points. 

Global variable probes are input into the model to collect the cell current and cell voltages.  

 
5.4 Various equations used by COMSOL 

 
 There are a number of equations used by COMSOL to run a model. They are related to the 

finite element analysis and each component has different set of equations either time dependent or 

independent in nature. In this study, we have gathered the equations only responsible for the 

electrolyte, porous electrode 1 and the porous electrode 2. The electrolyte consists of LiPF6 in 1:2 

EC: DMC (by volume) solvent. The positive electrode is LiFePO4.The whole model is built in the 

Lithium-Ion battery interphase in COMSOL. The equations are listed below: 
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Positive porous electrode 1: 

 
This electrode has the default domain material as the electrode material. The electrolyte is 

assumed to be present in this electrode as well. Hence, the specific electrolyte properties are 

replaced in this electrode with our material properties. All the electrolyte properties like the 

electrolyte conductivity, salt diffusivity, activity dependence and transport number are from the 

material. This electrode parameters are pre-built in the model and also some values have been 

changed keeping in mind the coin cell specifications. The list of equations used by this porous 

electrode 1 are as follows: 

𝜕𝑐1𝜕𝑡 + ∇.𝑁1 = 𝑅1                                                               (30) 

Where 𝑅1 = − ∑ 𝑣𝐿𝑖 +𝑚𝑖𝑣,𝑚𝐹𝑚 − 𝑣𝐿𝑖 +𝑖𝑣,𝑑𝑙𝑛𝑚𝐹 + 𝑅1,𝑠𝑟𝑐                                        (31) 

 The term R1 is called the mass source of species i (mol m-3 s-1), N1 is the flux of the species 

i (mol m-2 s-1), c1 is the concentration of species i (mol m-3), and the term 𝑣𝐿𝑖 correspond to the 

stoichiometric coefficients. Equation (30) represents the conservation of mass and it is a governing 

equation for the model.  

The flux is described by, 𝑁1 = −𝐷1,𝑒𝑓𝑓∇𝑐1 + 𝑖1𝑡+𝐹                                                      (32) 

Where 𝐷1,𝑒𝑓𝑓  is the effective diffusion coefficient in the electrolyte and 𝑡+ is the Transport 

number, 𝑁1 is the flux, the mobility, F (C/mol) Faraday’s constant, 𝑐1  is the concentration of 

species, i.  This is one of the domain equation for the system. The charge conservation equations 

for both the solid phase and electrolyte phase are represented below in equations (33) and (34) and 

is connected by the conservation of current. 

∇. 𝑖1 = 𝑖𝑣,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 + 𝑄1                                                             (33) 

Here the 𝑖𝑣,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  correspond to the volumetric current from electrochemical reactions in the 

porous electrodes, 𝑖1 is the ionic current density in the electrolyte phase and 𝑄1 and 𝑄𝑠  would be 

the arbitrary current sources. 
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∇. 𝑖𝑠 = −𝑖𝑣,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 + 𝑄𝑠                                                          (34) 

The conduction of electrons in the electrodes can be described by ohm’s law: 

Where 𝑖𝑠 = −𝜎1,𝑒𝑓𝑓∇∅𝑠                                                      (35) 

 Where 𝜎1,𝑒𝑓𝑓  represents the effective ionic conductivity, ∅𝑠 is the solid phase potential, 𝑖𝑠 
is the electrical current density in solid phase. 

While in the electrolyte phase where the ion is mobile, the current density is calculated by using, 

 𝑖1 = −𝜎1,𝑒𝑓𝑓∇∅1 + (2𝜎1 ,𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑇𝐹 )(1 + 𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑓𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑐1)(1 − 𝑡+)∇𝑙𝑛𝑐1                               (36) 

Where 
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑓𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑐1 is the Activity dependence value, 𝑐1 is the electrolyte salt concentration, 𝑡+ is 

the Transport number, R is the universal gas constant, F is the Faraday’s constant, T is the 

electrolyte temperature, 𝜎1,𝑒𝑓𝑓  represents effective ionic conductivity of electrolyte, and  ∅1 is 

electrolyte phase potential. 

The effective transport properties in the electrochemical model can be correlated to 

intrinsic properties using the Bruggeman’s relations, 

𝐷1,𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑓1𝐷1                                                                  (37) 

𝜎1,𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑓1 𝜎1                                                                   (38) 

𝜎𝑠,𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑓𝑠𝜎𝑠                                                                    (39) 

Where 𝜎1 is the electrolyte conductivity, 𝜎𝑠  is the electrical conductivity;𝑓𝑠, 𝑓1 are the 

effective transport parameter correction values, 𝜎1,𝑒𝑓𝑓  represents effective ionic conductivity of 

electrolyte and 𝜎𝑠,𝑒𝑓𝑓  is the ionic conductivity of the electrode, 𝐷1,𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective diffus ion 

coefficient in the electrolyte. 

 
 In the pseudo dimension which solves for the solid particle, diffusion in and out of the 

particle is given by, 
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𝜕𝑐𝑠𝜕𝑡 = ∇.(𝐷𝑠∇𝑐𝑠)                                                       (40) 

Where 𝑐𝑠 is the species concentration and 𝐷𝑠 is the intercalation diffusivity. Here the 

boundary conditions used are that when,  

𝜕𝑐𝑠𝜕𝑟 |=0 at 𝑟 = 0                                                          (41) 

−𝐷𝑠 𝜕𝑐𝑠𝜕𝑟 | = ∑ 𝑣𝐿𝑖𝜃 ,𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑚𝑛𝑚 𝐹𝑚   at 𝑟 = 𝑟𝑝                                         (42) 

Where 𝑐𝑠 is the species concentration, 𝑟𝑝 is the particle mean center-surface distance and 𝐷𝑠 is the intercalation diffusivity. The particle type used is spherical and the volume fractions of 

both the electrode and electrolyte are the solid and electrolyte phase-volume fractions of the 

negative electrode i.e., epss_neg and epsl_neg values. 

 
The current density at the interface not only includes the Butler-Volmer equation for 

electrode kinetics but also the electrical double layer. But the double layer is usually not taken into 

consideration in the mathematical models, mostly because it does not have a big impact on the 

simulation results during charge or discharge cycles. Where  𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑐,𝑚  is the electrode kinetics 

equations representing: 

𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑐 = 𝑖0(exp(𝛼𝑎 𝐹𝜂𝑅𝑇 ) − exp (−𝛼𝑐 𝐹𝜂𝑅𝑇 ))                                              (43) 

Here 𝑖0 = 𝐹(𝑘𝑐)𝛼𝑎 (𝑘𝑎)𝛼𝑐(𝑐𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑐𝑠)𝛼𝑎 (𝑐𝑠)𝛼𝑐( 𝑐1𝑐1,𝑟𝑒𝑓)𝛼𝑎                            (44) 

Where 𝛼𝑎 and 𝛼𝑐 are the anodic and cathodic transfer coefficient and 𝑐1,𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the 

electrolyte reference concentration, 𝜂 is the local over potential, 𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑐 is the exchange current 

density, T is the temperature, 𝑐𝑠 is the lithium concentration on the surface of the active particles, 𝑘𝑎 and 𝑘𝑐  are the reaction rate constants of anode and cathode.  

 
The parameters such as the electrical conductivity (𝜎𝑠 ) is a user defined value by the 

Ks_neg (S/m) for the electrode properties. The particle intercalation properties have the domain 

material as default material. The intercalation diffusivity (𝐷𝑆), initial species concentration(𝑐𝑠,𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡) 
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and maximum species concentration(𝑐𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) are all user defined values input by the Ds_neg, 

cs0_neg and csmax_neg values in the global parameters. The correction factor for the effective 

transport parameter is specified by Bruggeman coefficient for tortuosity in separator (brugl_sep). 

The electrode volume fractions are input by the (epss_neg) value in global parameters.  

 

Electrolyte: 
 
 The equations correspond to the time-dependent set and the electrolyte used in the model 

is the LiPF6 in 1:2 EC: DMC solvent. These equations are run for all the three domains as the 

electrolyte is assumed to be present in all the domains.  Most of the equations seen below run using 

the same governing equations explained in the porous electrode 1. The only changes observed are 

the user variables if any provided change the resultant variables for the equations. 

 𝜕𝑐1𝜕𝑡 + ∇.𝑁1 = 𝑅1                                                           (45) 

 The term R1 is called the mass source of species i (mol m-3 s-1), N1 is the flux of the species 

i (mol m-2 s-1), c1 is the concentration of species i (mol m-3). The above equation is similar to the 

equation (30) and is related to the conservation of mass. ∇.𝑖1 = 𝑄1                                                                   (46) 

 This equation (46) represents the current in the electrolyte and is connected by the 

conservation of current. Here 𝑄1is the arbitrary current source and 𝑖1 is the ionic current density 

in electrolyte phase. 

𝑖1 = −𝜎1∇∅1 + 2∅1𝑅𝑇𝐹 (1 + 𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑓𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑐1)(1 − 𝑡+ )∇𝑙𝑛𝑐1                                   (47) 

Where 𝜎1 is the Electrolyte conductivity, 
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑓𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑐1 is the Activity dependence value, 𝑐1 is the 

electrolyte salt concentration, 𝑡+ is the Transport number, R is the universal gas constant, F is the 

Faraday’s constant, T is the electrolyte temperature, and  ∅1 is electrolyte phase potential. 

𝑁1 = −𝐷1∇𝑐1 + 𝑖1𝑡+𝐹                                                        (48) 
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 Where 𝐷1 is the effective diffusion coefficient in the electrolyte and 𝑡+ is the Transport 

number, 𝑁1 is the flux, the mobility F (C/mol) is Faraday’s constant, 𝑐1  is the concentration of 

species, i. This is one of the domain equation for the system. In this study, the electrolyte specific 

parameters were used when we run the model for the time dependent studies. The transport 

number, electrolyte salt diffusivity, electrolyte conductivity and the activity dependence values are 

all input from the material.  

 
Negative porous electrode 2: 
 

Here we use the cathode LFP as an electrode material. The electrolyte is assumed to be the 

same as the porous electrode 1. All the electrolyte properties like the electrolyte conductivity, salt 

diffusivity, activity dependence and transport number are from the material. The study shows the 

following equations assuming it to be time dependent. Some of the equations below are the same 

as in positive electrode but the functioning in this domain is different due to the material inputs.  

The governing equations are valid here also. They are as follows: 

𝜕𝑐1𝜕𝑡 + ∇.𝑁1 = 𝑅1                                                                (49) 

 The term R1 is called the mass source of species i (mol m-3 s-1), N1 is the flux of the species 

i (mol m-2 s-1), c1 is the concentration of species i (mol m-3) and this equation is one of the governing 

equations for the model and we see this in all three domains. 

Where 𝑅1 = − ∑ 𝑣𝐿𝑖 +𝑚𝑖𝑣,𝑚𝐹𝑚 − 𝑣𝐿𝑖 +𝑖𝑣,𝑑𝑙𝑛𝑚𝐹 + 𝑅1,𝑠𝑟𝑐                                      (50) 

Where (− ∑ 𝑣𝐿𝑖 +𝑚𝑖𝑣,𝑚𝐹𝑚 − 𝑣𝐿𝑖+𝑖𝑣,𝑑𝑙𝑛𝑚 𝐹 + 𝑅1,𝑠𝑟𝑐) represents the number of Li-ions produced or 

consumed by the reactions. The charge conservation equations for both the solid phase and 

electrolyte phase are represented below in equations (51) and (52) and is connected by the 

conservation of current. 

∇.𝑖1 = 𝑖𝑣,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 + 𝑄1                                                              (51) 

∇.𝑖𝑠 = −𝑖𝑣,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 + 𝑄𝑠                                                           (52) 
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Where the 𝑖𝑣,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  correspond to the total current voltage, 𝑖1 and 𝑖𝑠 is the ionic current 

density in the electrolyte and solid phases and 𝑄1 and 𝑄𝑠  would be the arbitrary current sources. 

𝑖1 = −𝜎1,𝑒𝑓𝑓∇∅1 + (2𝜎1 ,𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑅𝑇𝐹 )(1 + 𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑓𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑐1)(1 − 𝑡+)∇𝑙𝑛𝑐1                          (53) 

Where 𝜎1 is the Electrolyte conductivity, 
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑓𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑐1 is the Activity dependence value, 𝑐1 is the 

electrolyte salt concentration, 𝑡+ is the Transport number, R is the universal gas constant, F is the 

Faraday’s constant, T is the electrolyte temperature, and  ∅1 is electrolyte phase potential.          

𝑁1 = −𝐷1,𝑒𝑓𝑓∇𝑐1 + 𝑖1𝑡+𝐹                                                     (54) 

Where 𝐷1 is the effective diffusion coefficient in the electrolyte and 𝑡+ is the Transport 

number, 𝑁1 is the flux, the mobility, 𝐷1,𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective diffusion coefficient in the electrolyte, 

F (C/mol) is the Faraday’s constant, 𝑐1  is the concentration of species, i.  This is one of the 

common domain equation for the system. 

 
The electrode properties like the electrical conductivity (𝜎𝑠 ) get their values from the 

electrode material values directly instead of the global parameter values for the model. The 

intercalation diffusivity (𝐷𝑆) and initial species concentration (𝑐𝑠,𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡) are user defined values 

having the terms Ds_pos and cs0_pos as inputs. The correction factor for the effective transport 

parameter is specified by bruggeman coefficient for tortuosity in positive electrode (brugl_pos).  

 

5.5 Model simulations 

 

 The calendared experimental data was input into the model to help make a comparison of 

the simulated and experimental data. We have used the calendared experimental data as a reference 

to the COMSOL plots. The plots showed similar results with little variation for the voltage vs time 

comparison. The C/10 plots yielded close to the same values when compared to the experimenta l 

value of around 32000 sec. The discharge curve for the C/5 plot for both curves ends at similar 

16000 sec while the C/2 and 1C plots vary slightly from each other. This change is most likely due 

to the input of negative electrode parameter into the model. The COMSOL model results were 

than compared with the experimental discharge plots from the previous chapter. 
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Figure 28: Comparison of data with experimental 

 

The capacity in the COMSOL is represented in Ah/m2. So we change the experimenta l 

discharge capacity in terms of Ah/m2 to make them comparable. When we look at the simulated 

discharge plots with that of the experimental plots, we observe a slight change. Figure 28 shows 

us the comparison of both the plots. The capacities of both the simulated and experimental samples 

was close to 11 Ah/m2 at 0.1C discharge. The discharge capacity for the C-rates of C/5, C/2, and 

1C were comparatively lower than those of the experimental curve C-rates. The C/5, C/2 and 1C 

simulated discharge capacities were 5 Ah/m2, 1.5 Ah/m2, and 0.5 Ah/m2, respectively  The model 

was able to run the simulation for all the C-rates in a single study run. The parametric sweep was 

run with an interval of 10 sec with a highest time of 32000 sec for the C/10 rate. The model is 
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saved as an m-file readable by COMSOL for further analysis. The voltage vs time analysis can 

also be carried out on the model in parallel with the existing model. COMSOL has the feature of 

building similar models for different materials using the existing built- in model. 

 

5.6 Conclusion 

 
 The COMSOL model was developed from the basic 1D isothermal model and the model 

was developed to make it functional for the coin cell testing. The parameters required for the setup 

were input into the model developed. The voltage vs capacity curves were compared with that of 

the experimental data plots. The relative error for the lower discharge rates was less than 3% for 

C/10 rate while for the higher discharge rates of 1C the relative error was higher at 30%. The 

difference in the discharge capacity for the higher C-rates for the experimental and the simulated 

dated can be attributed to the absence of specific material based values for the reference electrode. 

The reaction rates at the porous electrodes and the diffusion in the LiFePO4 particles are activated 

barrier crossing processes which take place in a cell and hence they change with the morphology 

at the microscopic scales. So these effects can affect the difference observed between the 

experimental and simulated curves. The experiment was successful in displaying a comparative 

study for the coin cells fabricated.   
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CHAPTER 6 
 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
 

 
 In this thesis, the comparative study of experimental data of coin cells with that of the 

simulated data generated from COMSOL was analyzed. Carbon coating is important to the battery 

performance so is the post-fabrication optimization. Calendaring process have been studied, the 

advantages and gains derived from these processes have been analyzed. The fabricated material sheet 

was separated into two samples- Sample A was pressed (calendared) while the Sample B was unpressed 

(uncalendared). The surface morphologies of both the samples showed some variance when looke d 

with the naked eye. The sample B (uncalendared) was matte black in color when compared to the 

sample A (calendared) which was shiny. The discharge capacity of 162 mAh/g for C/10 rate was 

observed for the calendared material while the uncalendared sample had a specific capacity of 152 

mAh/g for the C/10 rate. SEM, EIS, rate test were carried on both the samples and results were 

compared. The densities of both the samples were analyzed and the higher density sample resulted 

in improved performance for the discharge capacities. The equivalent circuit model built for the 

impedance spectroscopy values showed that an increase in ohmic contact area improves the 

performance of a battery. The COMSOL Multiphysics simulation of a lithium-ion coin cell was done 

using the model parameters applicable to LiPF6 | LiFePO4 system. A three domain 1D model was built 

in COMSOL to simulate the lithium-ion coin cell. The reference electrode material values were 

inputted into the global parameter table. We however noted that the model showed reduce accurate for 

the higher discharge rates at C/2 and 1C respectively when compared with the experimental discharge 

curves.  

 
 To minimize the error at higher c-rates experiments will be performed to extract additional and 

more accurate materials parameters to be used as input to COMSOL. The BET surface analysis is to 

be carried out for the electrode samples so as to calculate the precise pore area and pore volume of the 

positive and negative electrodes. This should result in improve accuracy in the COMSOL simulation 

when compared to the experimental results. X-ray diffraction of the sample material will also result in 

understanding the crystallinity of the electrode material during continuous charge/discharge cycling.  

In addition a deeper knowledge of how the material structural changes will be essential in being able 

to model the aging effects in COMSOL. The study could also be used to build further complex models 
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which employ a five domain system for specific anode and cathode materials along with the electrolyte.  

Materials like the LCO, LMO and LTO samples can also be used as electrodes.  
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